
Overlooked by Ulvetanna Peak and dramatic mountain ranges, our camp at Wolf’s Fang is situated on glacial ice in 

Queen Maud’s Land, a natural playground for explorers looking to discover the fascinating landscapes of 

Antarctica. Led by UIAGM-qualified guides, there’s a wide range of activities for guests at all levels of adventure: from 

hikes and picnics to ice-climbing and abseiling, Wolf’s Fang has something for everyone.

ACTIV IT IES

The summits of the seven nearby nunatak mountains can be 

reached on foot by a variety of routes ranging from gentle to 

challenging, but they all offer spectacular views.

With the help of ice axe and crampons, guests will scale walls of 

ice carved out of the glacier surrounding the Henriksen 

Nunatak mountains.

WOLF ’S  FANG LOOP

We’ve groomed a 25km track in and around the nunatak mountains for guests to enjoy as they please.

Taking a skidoo for a spin opens up 

thrilling new vistas!

There is no better place to ride fatbikes than 

on an Antarctic glacier! 

A chance to explore on skis and 

discover real solitude.

  FATB IKES  SK I ING  SK IDOO

MOUNTAI N  P EAKS ICE  CL IMBING

*There is no minimum fitness requirement for our activities; guests always have the final decision on which activities they wish to join.



ARCTIC  TRUCK SAFARI

 GLACIER 
CAMP- OU T

The highlight of our 

Explorers Academy 

trip, guests can 

choose to spend a 

night out on the ice 

amid the limitless 

expanses of the 

Polar Plateau.

Specially converted to Antarctic 

specifications, the Arctic Truck 

is in its element on the ice. 

Our UIAGM guides will take guests 

on an exhilarating safari over the 

glacier, where they will explain how 

the glacier is formed and share 

stories from the area’s rich history 

of exploration.

EXP LORERS  T  RAVERSE  &  MOUNTAINEERING

Guides lead our guests on a journey out onto the Polar Plateau, hauling pulka sleds as they learn to master the skills 

of a true Antarctic explorer. Guests can even learn mountaineering skills with our UIAGM-qualified guides among the granite 

spires of the Holtedahl or Drygalski Mountains; some itineraries even involve the first ascent of a virgin summit!

SCENIC  FL IGHTS

Our Basler BT-67 skiplanes 

offer breathtaking views of 

mountains, the coast and 

the Polar Plateau.

Our experienced pilots will 

gladly fly keen 

photographers to just the 

right position to capture 

the perfect shot!

CONTACT  US

info@white-desert.com

+1 815 534 4533

Our chefs prepare 

celebratory 

champagne picnics 

so guests can lunch 

in style as they 

explore Antarctica’s 

incredible

 wilderness. 

P ICNICS
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